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April is Poetry Month!
This month’s issue features all kinds of Poetry from our
talented members. And don’t miss the regular Tuesday
evening meeting where Joanne Bodin and Jeanne Shannon explore the uniquely dark world of poetic form
known as Exquisite Corpse!

NEW!!
SWW's Memoir Critique Group
Wednesday nights from 6:30 to 7:45pm No charge
North Domingo Baca Multigenerational Center
Facilitated (for now) by Rob Spiegel and Larry Greenly
First half hour of each meeting will be instruction on
writing your memoir. In the final 45 minutes, we'll look at
student work.
Attendees are encouraged to bring one or two pages of
their work (and enough copies for fellow attendees -that's about 10 now, but it will rise as the group grows).
For more info, contact Rob Spiegel, 505-400-9487, robspiegel@comcast.net

CALLING ALL SWW
WRITER/ARTISTS AND WRITER/
PHOTOGRAPHERS!
For the May Issue we want picture stories! Send in any
genre up to 400 words a picture/story combination. Prefer Word Doc and .jpg. NO PDFs. Deadline April 15th.
Send to: swwsage@swcp.com.
SouthWestWriters.com *

The President’s Corner by Sarah H. Baker

The seasons are changing. Green is making its appearance on the New
Mexico landscape, accompanied by purples, whites, and yellows. I recently
visited the Georgia O'Keeffe Museum in Santa Fe and found myself drawn
to her paintings of trees in spring. They made me think about how my creative drive changes with the seasons, and how important it is to honor that
change rather than fight it. Sometimes I just need to walk in the newlygreening Bosque or visit a museum instead of sitting in front of my computer. The creative drive is like a rechargeable battery; sometimes you have
to take time out to plug it in.
We also have changes taking place in Southwest Writers. If you're interested in writing memoir, we now sponsor a weekly memoir critique group on
Wednesdays from 6:30 to 7:45 at the North Domingo Baca Multigenerational Center. There is no charge to attend. Meetings are facilitated (for
now) by Rob Spiegel and Larry Greenly, and include a half hour of instruction on writing memoir, and then a critique of attendees' work.
Bring one or two pages and 10 copies if you want to share with the group.
For more information, contact Rob Spiegel, 505-400-9587, robspiegel@comcast.net. And don't forget we have a memoir conference scheduled for June 17th. Rob can also provide information on the conference,
and details will soon be up on the website.
I hope to see you all at the Saturday morning and/or Tuesday evening meetings. We have exciting speakers
scheduled for both, and it's a wonderful time to shake off the winter in the company of your fellow writers.
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The Train called A Dame
By Raymond C. Mock

.

Did you ever ride the train,
The train called A Dame?
It's only love, only love again.
The world passes by.
You want to die.
It's only love, love passing by.
It doesn't stop.
You can't get off.
Rocks you on your feet, in your sleep.
Bliss would be if she rode too,
But she wants no part of you.
Love of your life, ride of strife.
Each new love adds a car;
A new experience, more intense.
Yet it's the same, the same old train.
It takes you to a place,
A place you did not choose;
Love lost in a dream, hungering.
Always alone, alone you ride,
Always alone, alone you bide
The train called A Dame.
And a whistle cries in the night,
Some comfort rides beside the pain;
Yours is not the only train.

Raymond C. Mock is an electronic technician by
trade and has written poetry since the 1980s. He has
published one poem, “A Smile,” in The Promise of
Tomorrow by The National Library of Poetry, 1997,
and again that year by the same publisher in A Celebration of Poets: Showcase Edition. He has also
published four poems in Muse with Blue Apples,” an
anthology of the New Mexico Poetry Alliance published by Mercury Heartlink, 2016. Written from
heartfelt experience, his poems are fundamentally
non-fiction.

SOUTHWEST WRITERS
Bob Gassaway Student Writer Grant

The largest writer’s group in Albuquerque offers a free year's membership to college or high school students. Benefits include monthly talks
by professional speakers, an annual
conference and ongoing fellowship
with working writers in the area.
This is in memory of Bob Gassaway, a reporter,
teacher, and lifelong writer and SWW member.
Applicants should submit a few paragraphs about
writing interests and goals, and what they hope to
gain from membership in SWW. Apply at SouthWestWriters.com by clicking the Membership tab.
Submit application by December for the following
year's grant.
Help Support SouthWest Writers
SWW receives a commission on books
ordered via this link to Amazon.
SouthWestWriters.com * 3

Ultimately, the only person who can stop you
from fulfilling your writing goals is you. Toss your
computer out the window or throw away all your paper and pencils in frustration, and you assure that
your thoughts will not be recorded in physical form.
Fail to appear in your office or designated writing
space, and you guarantee nothing will be written.
Never send anything out, and you certify nothing
will be published.

The Writing Life:
Keep Writing
By Sherri Burr*
Super Bowl LI (51) belongs to history, but its
lessons can teach in perpetuity. When the New England Patriots were down 0-0 in the first quarter, 3-21
in the second and 9-28 at the close of the third, it appeared the Atlanta Falcons had won their first National Football League Championship. But then
something interesting happened in the fourth quarter.
The Falcons started to play not to lose, and the Patriots played as if they had nothing to lose. After the
game wrapped up with a Patriot victory in overtime,
New England’s coach was asked how his team
turned it around. His response was, “We just kept
competing.
For those of us engaged in the writing life, we
must “keep writing.” When a rejection letter arrives
by snail mail, keep writing. When email queries are
greeted with “Your work doesn’t fit my list,” keep
writing. When your agent shops your book only to
have editors respond, “The proposal feels halfbaked,” keep writing.
Writers must develop dreams as defined as a football goal line. In the fourth quarter, it seemed quarterback Tom Brady must have told his team, “We’re
headed to the goal line, we’re going to score a touchdown, and then we’re going to score two extra
points.” He must have stated clearly defined goals
over and over again because the Patriots racked up
score after score. They kept competing, and we must
keep writing.
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Writers control their destinies. To stop producing
is to stop challenging yourself. No matter how dire
the straits might look, abandoning the course guarantees failure.
Athletes are schooled to develop selective
memory, a trait that distinguishes champions from
also-rans. Successful golfers may hit a stray shot, but
they concentrate on the next one. Tennis players may
watch opponents lob balls over their heads for winners, but they let go of their lost point. They breathe
into missed opportunities and prepare for their next
shots. So must writers.
When a query email receives a rejection, send out
another one immediately. By focusing on the goal,
you have less time to mourn a negative outcome. As
the minutes ticked away into Super Bowl 51’s overtime, the New England Patriots focused on their immediate challenge, to put the ball in the end zone one
last time.
Successful athletes are known to develop tunnel
vision toward their goals, and so must writers. If you
dream of publishing a particular article or book, explore ways it can be rendered in physical form. Options abound from newsletters and magazines to
blogs and newspapers.
Publishers seek books. Do you want a top New
York publisher to present your work to a wide audience? Would a regional or specialty press be better
able to target your words to the intended market? Do
you want to self-publish and completely control the
distribution of your work and the accumulation of
royalties? These are questions you should ask yourself based on your goals. Then determine how to
fulfill your desires.

Just as athletes seeking to win must keep
competing, so must writers. If success does
come your way, start working on your next project. Do not replicate the Atlanta Falcons’ strategy of playing “not to lose.” They became complacent when they led their opponents by 25
points. “If we can just run out the clock, we will
be champions,” their body language conveyed.
What happened? The clock expired and they
were tied. Another fifteen minutes was added to
the overtime clock, and the Falcons lost the coin
toss, which permitted the New England Patriots
to start. Eight plays later, the Patriots were in the
end zone and confetti draped the stadium. Playing not to lose is setting up to lose.
No matter how well your last article or book
was received, do not be content with your last
advance or award. Another goal awaits completion. Keep writing.
Sherri Burr, a Princeton University and Yale
Law School graduate, is an award-winning author of over twenty-books and a professor of law
at the University of New Mexico School of Law.
Her book “A Short and Happy Guide to Financial Well-being” won an Arizona-New Mexico
Book Award for best business/finance book.
www.sherriburr.com

Don DeNoon’s poetry has
received awards in several
competitions, among them
SouthWest Writers and
New Mexico State Poetry
Society.

No Choices
I volunteered for this job
No you didn’t, you were drafted
You think so?
Absolutely, I was too
Who drafted me?
Your mother
When did she do that?
The day you were born
Was anyone else drafted like us?
Everyone was
Was Mom drafted too?
Yes
And her mom?
Yes
Does this go all the way back to Eve?
That’s right
So I didn’t volunteer for this job?
Now you’ve got it
Got what?
The truth of being
Is there a way to get un-drafted?
Yes, one, but you’re not going to like it
Why not?
Because you have to die
I have to die?
You do if you don’t like being drafted
What if I just run away?
It won’t work
Even if I go to a different country?
No matter where you go
So I’m drafted for life?
Yep
Isn’t that unfair?
It’s not a matter of being fair
Do you like being drafted?
You get used to it after a while
Is getting used to it the same thing as liking it?
Not exactly
Uh. Will you be my friend?
You really don’t have a choice

Donald DeNoon
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My Dead Cats
Mikie was adopted after
My husband died of cancer.
Why? My husband joked
About reincarnating as a cat.
What better reason than that?
Mikie was my anchor
Until he also died of cancer.
Pumpkin had topaz eyes
And gold flecked fur.
Her spirit could not be confined,
She had to explore.
With a screech of brakes and scream
She died one night on the street.
I still hear that scream.
Vickie chose me at the shelter.
Her eyes demanded that I take her.
I brought her home, sick and lame.
Soon, she was strong again.
She grabbed the hearts of everyone.
When she died,
So many cried.
--- Patricia Moorman

POEM IN THE
STORYTELLER’S
ANTHOLOGY
By John Candelaria

I’m a poem titled, Regal Seasons of New Mexico
and now live in The Storyteller’s Anthology
of SouthWest Writers, between two poems of my friends,
Joanne Bodin and Donald DeNoon.
Joanne’s What Might Have Been links a grandmother’s story
to time with open skies, mesas, purple sage, juniper, cedar fields,
winter snows, adobe walls, luminarias—into what is for me
New Mexico.
My Regal Seasons of New Mexico knows well those open skies
shine gracefully on mesas—keepers of the desert plants, purple
sage, juniper, cedar. As I speak of winter snows falling over
Capulin Volcano, What Might Have Been images those same
snows hovering over adobe walls as they hold the light
of luminarias.
Don’s Midnight on the Rio Grande touches to my Rio Grande
juices feeding the bosques along the river as he and the cowpoke
Jimmy Blue Sky cross the burning desert into freezing
mountains. Words become pictures of robbery, carrying loot,
double-crossing, shooting, and floating down the river with
a flair of humor. Hot and cold feeling amid the desert remind
me of New Mexico.
So here I reside between two good poems. I revel in how each
caresses me; connects words to feelings; weaves pictures
into a rich tapestry we see as our Land of Enchantment.

Author BIO: John J. Candelaria describes himself as a narrative a poet who enjoys writing poetry to capture the sound in language in poetic lines
of free verse and form.
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Orchid of the Night
by J.S. Bodin
This dark psychological thriller,
ispired by true events, delves into the
world of shadows, secrets, and lies, of
the two protagonists whose lives intertwine as the Yaqui detective, Andy
Gomez, becomes obsessed with solving the death of Kyle O'Sullivan. Murders, assumed identities, a Yaqui
medicine man a gay commune in the
desert, eerie dreams, a gold bracelet,
and Dracula vampire orchids await
the reader of this novel. Available on
Amazon. www.joannebodin.com

Upcoming SWW Workshops
All workshops take place after the regular Saturday
meetings from 12:30 to 2:30pm. $29 Members,
$34 Osher, $39 Non-members. More information is
available on the SWW website.
Saturday, April 1st
Establishing Your Authority as a Writer
Presented by Loretta Hall
Saturday May 6th
Niche Markets: Multiple Streams of Income
Presented by Rose Marie Kern
Saturday June 3rd
Connect to Your Intuitive Author Within
Presented by Cloe Rachel Gallaway
Saturday July 1st
Powerful Prose - Perfect Your Narrative Style
Presented by Kirk Hickman
Saturday August 5th
How to Make Characters Come Alive
Presented by Jodi Thomas

LIGHT
TRANSITION
Daylight…
Golden firelight
ablaze across azure blue.
Fiery chariot
races to distant
horizon.
Twilight…
Royal purple ashes
spread softly in the east.
Pink embers
dance briefly in the
west.
Fading…
Faded…
Gone…

Mary E. Dorsey
Revised 10/16

mary e. dorsey is a retired
school nurse-rn for aps and a 2
time aml leukemia survivor and
a recipient of an experimental
transplant which saved her life.
She has contributed several poems to the Sage.
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The Big Wheel
By Scott Archer Jones
Robko Zlata is careening across
America with a call girl–his exwife. Robko stole the wrong
thing, a device that guarantees
immortality. His wrathful target,
a corrupt billionaire, wants the
world's greatest technology
back. Robko's new worst enemy
unleashes his fortune in unrelenting pursuit. Throw in the
underground world of drugs
and punk clubs, five-star hotels
and cheap motels and Robko is
in for one hell of a crash.

www.scottarcherjones.com

(some) Types of Poetry
Acrostic

Ballad

ABC

Blank Verse

Echo Verse
Free Verse

Epic

Kyrielle

Diamante
Epigram

Haiku

Irregular Ode

Horatian Ode

Kennings Tyburn

Limerick Lyric

Ottava Rima
Renga
Senryu

Ballade Cinquain

Pantoum
Riddle

Ode

Pindaric Ode
Rondeau

Shakespearean Sonnet

What the House Knows...
The sounds that only the house knows
Lurk beneath the hollow thud of walls
Or the muffled cough of stairs
Flexing their backs in ascent, descent
Or the jostling of furniture,
The clamor of feet having their way
Like air tarnishing silver, sitting stiff
And pretty as a row of Cinderellas
Waiting for the prince to arrive.
The shredded fabric of spent days
Unfurl in the sway of barren branches
Tapping against the clothesline
Of some other life, some other conversation
When you had been so sure
Of the things you were saying.
The day departs with its stutter
Of sadness and regret, creaking like
A rocking horse left to shiver
In the darkening bedroom,
A child’s cry hushed by footsteps,
The squeak of pipes, a door bangs,
A hand searches the wall
For the broken switch.

Sonnet Shape Poem Tanka
Terza Rima Tetractys Triolet

Linda Yen

Exquisite Corpse!
Burlesque Canzone Concrete
Carpe Diem Couplet Classicism
Elegy Epitaph Ghazal
Epithalamium

Idyll Lay

Iambic pentameter
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Petrarchan

Linda Yen has
been a recipient of
awards for poetry in
the Southwest
Writers' annual and
bi-monthly contests

APRIL IS POETRY MONTH
Exquisite Corpse?
Find out about this unique poetic tradition, along with other
writing techniques that allow you a glimpse into the world of the
poet

Joanne Bodin
SouthWest Sage
Advertising Rates
Worldwide
Internet Circulation

The SWW website receives
thousands of page
requests every month.
Business card size: $20
1/4 page, vertical: $40
1/3 page, horizontal: $50
1/2 page horizontal $75
15% discount for 3 mos.
20% discount for 6 mos.
Deadline: 15th of each month
for the following month.
Payment due with camera-ready
ad copy in .jpg format.

Jeanne Shannon

At the Tuesday, April 18, 2017 Meeting
7 pm to 9 pm
New Life Presbyterian Church
April is poetry month. And what better way to honor the bards
and word-weavers, the poets —the mainstay of cultural preservation—than to come to SouthWest Writers for an interactive experience in the poetic tradition of exquisite corpse, and other playful
poetic writing techniques. Bring pens, pencils, a notebook, and
your curiosity as you embark on a fun-filled journey into the
world of the poet. You do not need to be a poet to participate.
Jeanne Shannon and Joanne Bodin, both award-winning poets, will facilitate this Tuesday meeting.
Jeanne Shannon’s poetry has appeared in numerous small-press and university journals and anthologies, including Midway Journal, Malpais Review,
Cloudbank, Glint Literary Journal and Imagine Peace, an anthology from
Bottom Dog Press. She has published four full-length collections of her work
and several chapbooks. In a Rose Wood Wandering and At the Horizon Line
were finalists for a New Mexico/Arizona Book Award in poetry, and her
2016 book, Summoning, was a winner in that category. She has also published short fiction and memoir essays.
Joanne Bodin Ph.D., is an award-winning author, poet, and retired educator.
Her book of poetry, Piggybacked, was a finalist in the New Mexico Book
Awards. Her novel, Walking Fish, won the New Mexico Book Award and
the International Book Award in gay/lesbian fiction. She is past vice president of the New Mexico State Poetry Society, and is on the boards of Southwest Writers and the New Mexico Orchid Guild. Her poetry has appeared in
numerous poetry anthologies and literary journals. Her new novel, Orchid of
the Night, is a dark psychological thriller about a man running from his troubled past, who finds solace in the gay sanctuary of Ixtlan. All books available on Amazon. Her new website is www.joannebodin.com.
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Speakers and Topics for
Upcoming SWW Meetings


Saturday April 1, 10am -Noon
Create Multi-Dimensional Characters Your
Reader Can Relate To
 Kirk Hickman


Tuesday, April 18, 7pm-9pm
 Exquisite Corpse? A Poetic Tradition
 Joanne Bodin and Jeanne Shannon
Saturday, May 6, 10:00am-Noon
 Writing Your Way In
 Lynn Miller


Here is a little spoof on rejection notes
by Sam Moorman

Regrets
Of the vast number
of magazine submits
we get each year
your writing is dejected
but thanks for
giving us a choice

Tuesday May 15th 7-9pm
 Overcoming a Late Start to Your Writing
 Bob Kidera


Saturday, August 15, 10:00am-Noon
 Secrets of a Successful Writer
 Jodi Thomas

Sam Moorman

More information available on the SWW
website: www.southwestwriters.com

SouthWest Writers Critique Service
An experienced critiquer, picked from a panel of professional writers and editors, will be matched with your
genre and will critique your manuscript for a reasonable price below the usual market rate.
The SWW Critique Service accepts all genres, including:

 Query letters
 Synopses
 Articles
 Essays
 Nonfiction books
 Book proposals
 Short Stories

 Mainstream/literary fiction
 Genre fiction
 Children’s
 Middle-grade
 Young Adult
 Screenplays/stageplays
 Poetry

Cost
$15 - Poetry of no more than 3 pages
$15 - Query letter of no more than 3 pages
$25 - Synopsis of up to 3 pages
- additional pages are $3.50/page
$35 - Minimum charge for up to 10 double-spaced
manuscript pages
- additional pages are $3.50/page

SWW critiquers follow genre-specific guidelines. But feel free to include specific questions you want answered and
any points you want the critique to focus on (such as point of view, plot structure, etc.). Go to SouthWestWriters.com
for guidelines and information on submitting your manuscript to our critique service.
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Sometimes I Need The Distance
Sometimes I need the distance
to hide my heart...
But what does it know if alone?
A lone heart, a stillness makes,
its way unto foreign shores.

Steel Town Girl
Freeway openings to the mill
sirens, whistles, foul smells in the air

A mooring there, alone and still,
a set of footsteps cross
loud or soft, I know not which
for alone their steps they make.
I pause, I hesitate to look back
as the whole story is told
verse by verse, then and there,
Hope’s dream held in each solitary breath
cool from the storm, steam
forms from each deep breath...

my father making steel
mother baking bread
brothers playing in the alley
sisters out of sight
steel workers work
wives labor in small houses
me on a one way, dead end, street.
Irene Blea

Irene Blea has been invited to
read her poetry in Cuba by La
Unión de Escritores y Artistas
de Cuba y el Festival Internacional de Poesía de La Habana,
to particípate in las Lecturas de
CubaPoesía del Festival Itinerante Nuestra
América, in July of this year.

How are we to know then,
this breath which speaks no words,
yet holds life’s narrative in its wake?
To hold that breath...
the one... that wakes and stirs
and breathes in life,
returning passion
expressed and shared....
that one breath that bears life’s
dreams … aspiring birth.
Arlene Hoyt-Schulze
Arlene is a German-born service
brat. English, BSE MSSU. She
calls herself a Nostalgic Revisionist., a collector of rocks, words,
dreams and memories.
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Sea Against The Shore
M. A. McDonald

THERE’S A MILLION GRAINS OF SAND
on this great white beach
that oceans always out there
pounding at our feet
flowing through these veins
and coursing through our hearts
that oceans always out there
tearing us apart
there’s salt here in these oceans
and salt here in my tears
there’s salt down at the mines
it’s been that way for years
it’s a rumor that we’ll hear forevermore
the crashing of the sea against the shore
YOU CAN’T BE AFRAID OF THE WATER
livin’ on the beach
you can’t fight the whole damn ocean
shifting at your feet
take that one thin line
that runs out from the shore
but even in the oceans heart
you’ll still hear the roar
there’s salt here in these oceans
and salt here in my tears
there’s salt down at the mines
it’s been that way for years
it’s a rumor that we’ll hear forevermore
the crashing of the sea against the shore
it’s a rumor that we’ll hear forevermore
the crashing of the sea against the shore…
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M. A. McDonald had a professional career
as an Accountant, Manager, and Entrepreneur. She grew up in Southern California
and spent most of her adult life in Denver
& Nashville. She is currently writing nonfiction for magazines. She enjoys birdwatching, day hiking, film festivals, and is
on a personal quest to visit all 59 of the
National Parks. She now resides in New
Mexico.

Annual Membership in
SouthWest Writers
Individual: $70
Student: $25
Requires proof of student status
Outside U.S.: $75,
Lifetime Membership: $750
Download the Sage from
www.southwestwriters.com

Do You Have a Published Book?
The SouthWest Writers Website scrolls
member book covers across the Home
page. If you’d like us to add yours to
the group, feel free to send it to
swwsage@swcp.com. No more than
one book cover per author. Can be updated as your next book comes out.
Send a small picture file .jpg no more
than 140dpi. The book covers will be a
bit larger than icon sized. Webmaster
reserves the right to edit to fit.

SWW is on YOUTUBE!
Enjoy SWW Meetings Anytime, Anywhere with Our YouTube Channel!

Have you ever missed a SouthWest Writers meeting you wanted to attend? Do you ever wish you could go
back and listen to your favorite speaker again? Are you a devoted member who just can’t make it to Albuquerque twice a month?
If you’ve said yes to any of the above, you’ll be happy to hear that we now record our meetings and put
them on YouTube for you to enjoy—for free!
All you need is internet access. Your first step will be to get to the YouTube
homepage (www.youtube.com). Once you’re there, go to the search box at the
top and type in “SouthWest Writers.” You’ll get a page with search results,
some of which will be recordings of past meetings, and one of which will be
the channel itself. The channel will have the SWW pen logo.
Click on that, and you’ll get to the SouthWest Writers YouTube homepage.
Here, you’ll want to look in the upper right corner for a red button that says “Subscribe”. If you
click that, SWW will be added to your list of subscribed channels—this means you can easily find
our videos at any time using the Subscriptions box on the left. Once you’ve subscribed, you can also
tell YouTube to email you any time we upload a new video. Simply click the bell icon to the right
of the now gray box that says, “Subscribed.” This will open a small window with a checkbox. Check that,
and you’ll be notified every time we add new videos to the page.
It’ll take you less than five minutes to subscribe to us on YouTube and have unlimited access to our growing archive of recorded meetings. See you online!
Show your successes and announcements
On the SWW Website! Send them to
swwsage@swcp.com.

The Storyteller’s Anthology
is available to order in paperback on Amazon. A
great addition to any
library, it exemplifies
the diversity of talent
we bring to the literary world. Please
consider leaving a
positive comment on
the Review page
with a 5-star rating
to enhance salability
of this excellent example of outstanding authorship by
members of SouthWest Writers!

Workshop and Class Refund Policy
Full refund if cancellation is received more than 7 days
before class. From one week out to 24 hours before class,
participant is entitled to select another class. Inside of 24
hours, participant receives no refund for the class. For
multi-session classes, if you miss a class, you receive no
refund. We pay our instructors based on how many students enroll, so you are part of that roll count if you don’t
cancel as detailed above.

Student Scholarships

SouthWest Writers is seeking deserving high
school and college students for one-year scholarship memberships in our organization. To be eligible, an applicant must be enrolled in high school or
college. If you know someone with the interest and
desire to pursue a writing career or if you wish to
apply yourself, contact the SWW office at
swwriters@juno.com..
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SouthWest Writers
Monthly Meetings

SouthWest Sage
Published monthly by the Board of Directors of SouthWest Writers, a nonprofit, tax-exempt 501
(c)(3) organization.

are held at
New Life Presbyterian Church
5540 Eubank NE
Albuquerque, NM 87111
For more information, call the SWW office at 505-830-6034.
To register for classes and workshops:
sign up at SWW meetings or register
online at www.southwestwriters.com

2017 Board of Directors
President: Sarah H. Baker

sbaker46@comcast.net

Vice President: Rob Spiegel

robspiegel@comcast.net

Treasurer: Kent Langsteiner

swwtreasurer@gmail.com

Secretary: Jim Tritten

jimtritten@comcast.net

Website/Sage Rose Marie Kern

swwsage@swcp.com

Social Media: Kimberly Mitchell

swwpublicrelations@gmail.com

Office Manager: Larry Greenly

swwriters@juno.com

Publicity: Robert Staub

bronxbeachclub@yahoo.com

Joanne Bodin

jsbodin@msn.com

Don DeNoon

abqpoet@gmail.com

Sam Moorman

sammoorman@ekit.com

Dennis Kastendiek

dwjkas@yahoo.com

Member meetings are held on the 1st Saturday of the month from 10am to noon, and on
the 3rd Tuesday of the month from 7 to 9pm.
There are nearly 350 members, all of whom
are encouraged to come together in celebration of the art of writing. At each meeting,
many members announce their recent successes and have an opportunity to network
with other writers. Most meetings feature
prominent speakers who bring their expertise in the arts of writing, publication, editing, and many other topics of interest to
those in the profession.
Frequently after the Saturday meeting, an
additional workshop session is held to provide members with training in a variety of
areas.

SWW Office:
3200 Carlisle Blvd NE, Suite 114
Albuquerque, NM 87110
phone: (505) 830-6034 e
-mail: SWWriters@juno.com
website: www.southwestwriters.com
Articles are copyright © 2017 by author. Facts,
views and opinions expressed are those of the
authors and do not necessarily reflect the viewpoints or opinions of SouthWest Writers. SWW
does not necessarily endorse the advertisers.

You Can Write for SouthWest Sage
Want to add a byline to your portfolio? We welcome submissions focusing on all aspects of researching, writing,
and publishing any genre. See past issues of SouthWest Sage for the types of articles we publish.
Payment is in bylines and clips. Deadline is the 15th of the month prior to the next issue. Article lengths from
300-1000 words. Submissions may be edited for accuracy, readability and length.
Please send all submissions as either standard text in an email or in a Word document with Times New Roman
or Calibri font in 12pt. size. Do not get fancy with formatting or fonts—the more difficult it is for me to set it
into the newsletter, the less likely I am to print it.
Send questions or submissions to Rose Kern, SouthWest Sage Editor, swwsage@swcp.com.
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